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Over the last few years our first meeting of the year tends to have been on a nonwoodturning subject. Although we are not actually having a meeting I did consider trying to
come up with something.
The next question was what if anything do I know something about that would keep the
discerning readers of this august publication awake for more than a couple of minutes.
I considered a learned discourse on the subject of bookkeeping and accounts and
completing tax returns. I dismissed that on the grounds I nearly fell asleep just thinking
about it. Then I thought if I just let people know I knew I could charge a small fee and earn
loads of money.
It’s quite chilly in my workshop at present and Colin Willetts said much the same so there
are no projects to be followed. Hopefully by next month I may be able to get something
done. I am open to offers of completed articles. Beth has been working from home so my
computer time is limited. (I’m working on more and better excuses just give me some time).

In the meantime I have had the following email from Terry Hooper:
A little something for the news letter I am looking for a reasonable priced dust/chip
extractor second hand around £50+ any ideas gratefully received. Christmas went
well still standing like every one looking forward to 2021.
I’m not sure if he wants to buy one or build it. I can pass on any suggestions (clean ones only
please).

Second up was Alan Wallington. He had a query on Yarn Bowls. I know Alan Wesley does
some and I’m sure someone else said they had so perhaps you can help Alan.

Ladies and Gentlemen
Your help or advice would be most appreciated.
I am trying to make a yarn bowl, but whilst the initial turning is quite straight forward, I am
having difficulty cutting a reproducible scroll.

Using another lathe, where I can lock the headstock, I have made a template (attached to an
old pillar drill post) so that I can utilise a router fitted with a 6mm cutter inside a 12mm
guide. This sometimes works, but my main problem is I cannot see what is happening when
making the cut.

So, two questions.
Does anyone know how to lock the headstock spindle of a Record CL4 lathe, and does
anyone have a better method of cutting the scroll?
All the very best for 2021, Alan Wallington

Next the Christmas Carol Quiz answers:

Just in case you have forgotten who the club committee are I have included some pictures.

Sorry I do not appear to have a photo of Ray Thompson.

NEXT MONTH:
Possibly get some suggestions for potential projects.

MEMBERS SHOW AND TELL TABLE:
See the Club’s website for examples of work done by club members.

